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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the
current-accot response toanticipated
future increases in real oilprices as well as toUnexpected increases
which may be temporaryor permanent in nature. Theanalysis is
conducted using an intertemporal
two-period model of a smallopen
economy which produces both tradedand nontraded goods andimports its
oil.
The paper identifies thechannels through which varioustypes of
oil price increases affectthe current account. Theinclusion of
nontradedinvestment and consumergoods permits oil price increasesto
generate intertemporal and StaticSubstitution effects in production
and consumption which alternet international saving.Moreover, the
relative oil—value_addedratio in the traded andnontraded sectors








Much research effort has been devoted to investigating themacro-
economic effects of an oil price "shock" onoil-importing nations.
Since a price "shock" connotates an unanticipateddisturbance, but more
recent oil price hikes have been either partially orwholly expected,
it is important to study the economy'sresponse to anticipated
disturbances as well. That is one purpose of thispaper. It examines
the current—account response to anticipated future increases inreal oil
prices as well as to unexpected increases whichmay be temporary or
permanent in nature.
The paper also stresses the important role of nontraded goods in
determining the current—account response to oil price increases. When
the economy produces nontraded investment goods and consumergoods, oil
price disturbances generate intertemporal and static substitution
effects in production and consumption which alter net international
saving. Moreover, the relative oil- value-added ratio in the traded and
nontraded sectors plays a crucial role in shaping these substitution
effects. This latter finding supports the oft-repeated observation
that structural characteristics of individual oil-importing countries
matter in any analysis of current—account adjustment to foreign price
disturbances.
Previous studies of oil price disturbances and current-account
adjustment in the small open economy (e.g. Findlay-
Rodriguez (1977), Buiter (1978), Bruno—Sachs (1978), Katseli—Marion
(1980), Obstfeld (1980), and Sachs (1981)) have considered only unexpected
disturbances. They usually conclude that permanent unexpected oil price2
increases worsen the current—account of the net oil importer with limited
substitution in production.
However, most of these studies fail to consider the intertemporal
nature of current-accnt (net saving) behavior. The two recent exceptions
are the excellent papers by Obstfeld (1980) and Sachs (1981). Their
analyses indicate that permanent unexpected oil price increases can actually
improve the current account. But neither study considers the effects
of anticipated future oil price increases or the role of nontraded goods
in current-account adjustment. That is the task of this paper. Using
an intertemporal framework, it seeks to identify the channels through
which various types of oil price increases (i.e. expected or unexpected,
temporary, permanent, or future) affect the current account of an
economy producing both nontraded and traded goods.
The analysis is conducted using an intertemporal two-period model
of a small open economy facing given world prices and a given world rate
of interest. The model itself is based on intertemporal maximizing
behavior and saving is consistent with this behavior. The"dual"
approach, characterized by the use of expenditure and revenuefunctions
rather than utility and production functions, is adopted. As pointed
out by Dixit and Norman (1980) arid Dixit (1980), models employing
duality are formally equivalent to traditional ones, but have some
practical advantages, among them notational simplicity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The basic model is
set out in Section 2.In Section 3, the response of the current account
to a change in world oil prices and world interest rates is derived,
and the distinction between expected and unexpected disturbancesis3
finallydrawn. In Section 4, the results are extended to thecase where
there are nontraded investment and consumer goods. Section 5provides
some concluding remarks.L.
2. The Model
Consider a small open economy in an intertemporalframework.1 There
are two dates, 1 and 2, and two goods, one final good and one intermediate
good. The country can trade on the world market at given spot prices at
each date, and it also has access to a world credit market with a given
world interest rate.2 Let the date 1 final good be the numeraire. Then
1 denotes the real spot price at date 1 of final goods at date 1, and
1/(l+r)representsthe real discount rate, where r is the real interest
rate.3Let q1 be the relative spot price at date i of intermediate goods
(in terms of final goods) at date i.
With respect to welfare and demand, assume the country can be
represented by a well—behaved utility functionU(c1, c2),wherec1, c2
are nonnegative and represent consumption at date 1and 2, respectively.
Households seek to maximize utility subject to the constraint that present-
value expenditures not exceed present—value income. The dual is to
minimize the expenditure necessary to attain a target utility level at
givenprices. The corresponding expenditure function is
E(l, S,u) E
mm c1 +c2subject to U(c1, c2) >u.
1 2 c,c
The small economy produces final goods (x) using capital (k), labor
(9), andoil(z). For simplicity, assume initially that the supplies of
capital and labor are fixed and that all oil is imported. The assumption
of a fixed labor supply will be dropped in Section 3 and the assumption
of a fixed capital stock will be relaxed in Section 4. Firms maximize5
the present value of total profit. Specifically, for given world prices
of final goods and oil and for given quantities of labor and capital, the
firms' problem is to choose a technologically feasible x to maximize the
present value of output. The corresponding maximized value of output is
a function of these fixed prices and factors inputs. It is called the
revenue, or national product, function. For the two—period case, we can
writethe revenue functions as:




wheredenotes real income (value—added) at date 1 and 5R2 denotes the
real present value of income at date 2.
The equilibrium of the country can be represented by the intertemporal
budget constraint
E(l, ,u)=R1(l,q1) +6R2(l,q2) (2.1)
Equation(2.1) states that the present value of expenditure equals the
present value of domestic value—added.
There are many well known properties of expenditure and revenue
functions [see Dixit and Norman (1980) or Varian (1978)]. For instance,
the derivative of the expenditure function with respect to the price of
a good is the Hicksian compensated demand for that good. The derivative
ofthe revenue function with respect to the price of a good is the6
optimallychosen supply of the good. It follows that optimal consumption,
production of final goods and imports of oil are given by
c1 =E1(l,S,u)
c2 =E2(l,,u)




1 1 -z =
R2
2 2 —z =
R2
where superscripts represent dates and subscripts refer to partials.
The real current—account surplus at date 1 is
1 1 1 11 1 b =(x-c)- qz =R-
E1
(2.3)
which is the excess of income at date 1 over spending at date Inthe
absence of domestic investment or government deficits, the current account
surplus at date 1 is equal to real saving at date 1 and represents the
accumulation of net foreign assets. Equation (2.1) ensures that trade
in present—value terms is balanced over the two dates, though not
necessarily at each date.7
3.Solving the Model
To find the effect on the date 1 current account ofa change in world
oil prices or interest rates, we totally differentiate(2.3). Because
welfare effects are needed in the calculation of current—accounteffects,












In the above expression, Eu denotes the partial BE/u, the inverse ofthe
marginal utility of total (present-value) income, which is positive. The
expression Edu is the income equivalent at given prices of a change in
welfare. Hence (R/E)dq1 is the (negative) effect on welfare of an
increase in world oil prices at date 1, (5R/E)dq2 is the (negative)
effect on welfare of an increase in oil prices at date 2, and (b2/E)dS
is the effect on welfare of an increase in the real discount factor. The
latter effect is positive if the small country runs a trade surplus
(deficit) in date 2 (1).
In order to calculate the effect of a change in world oil prices and
the real discount rate on the current account, we totally differentiate













A=-[c1b+E I< 0for b2 >0.
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where c1 is the real marginal propensity to spend at date 1 out of real
present value income.3 The term E12 is a substitution effect,with
E12 =c1/S>0.
An increase in oil prices has two effects on the current account:
a direct effect on value added (Rdq), which worsens the current account,
and an income-consumption effect [-c1(Rdq1 +SRdq2)],which improves
the current account. Oil price increases do not generate substitution
effects in either consumption or production since consumer prices are
unaffected by oil price increases and there are as yet no intertemporal
elements in production.
Let us now look at the change in the current account in thefollowing
three cases:
(1) A temporary increase in oil prices, which isdefined as
dcl'>0,dq2 =0.
(2) A permanent increase in oil prices, which isdefined as
dq1, dq2 >0.
(3) An anticipated future oil price increase, whichrefers to the case
1 2 dq =0,dq >0.
All three types of oil price increases are expectedincreases.At the9
startof date 1, OPEC announces oil prices for dates 1 and 2.Agents can
fully adjust their behavior in dates 1 and 2 inresponse to this
announcement. Later, we shall distinguish between expected andunexpected
price increases.
As can be seen in (3.2), a temporary oil price increaseunambiguously
reducesthe current—accot surplus; ithas a direct negative effect on
value added and a smaller positive income effecton demand.
A permanent oil price increase has a larger impacton aggregate
demand and hence an ambiguous effect on the currentaccount. As in the
case of a temporary increase, it has a direct negative effect and a smaller
positive income effect in date 1. But it also produces a positive income
effect in date 2. If the two income effects should dominate, then the
current account will improve.
An anticipated oil price increase improves the date 1 current account
since it lowers welfare, inducing a drop in domesticconsumption in the
first period.
Up to this point, agents have been treated as having perfect foresight;
they can fully adjust in dates 1 and 2 to any oil price increase that
occurs in the present or the future.
Suppose we want to introduce a distinction between unexpected and
expected oil price increases. One way to do this is to impose some
constraint on the ability of agents to adjust their behavior in date 1 in
response to an announced oil price increase. In particular, suppose that
firms have limited production substitution possibilities in date 1.Any
change in date 1 oil prices —whethertemporary or permanent -isnow
unexpected in the sense that firms would have tried to alter their factor10
mix had they known of the forthcoming price disturbance.
As an example, assume that firms face a fixed coefficient technology
in date 1. In order to have current output variable, let us also relax
the assumption that there is full employment of a fixed supply of labor
in date 1. Let represent employment in date 1.
The economy's date 1 revenue function is now
1 11 — 111
R (1, q ,i)= maxx -qz
l, l
subject to
x1 =min(f(2),k), l) f >0,f <0,c =1.
Maximization of date 1 value-added requires that x1 =f(9))=z1.Hence
R1(l, q', l) =(1-
Let denote the derivative A standard property of the
revenue function is that this derivative represents the real demand price
for labor.
Suppose that the real supply price of labor in date 1 can be represented
by the function w'(l, 2)). Then a labor-market equilibrium is given by
w1(l, l) =R(l,q1, i1) (3.3)
For simplicity, we ignore any intertemporal elements in labor supply, so
that the real wage demanded in date 1 depends only on the price of final
goods and employment at that date.11
Equation (3.3) can be Solved toyield the employment function
1 1 1 2(1,q ), with 9<0.
The intertemporal budgetconstraint and current accountare now given
by
E(l, , u) =R1(l,q1, (l q1)) + R2(l q2)
(3.4)
b1 =R1(l,q1, l(l q1)) -
E1 (3.5)
Differentiating (3.4) and (3.5) we findthe following effects on the
Current account:
=





A23 =_(clb2+ E12) < 0 for b2 > 0
Comparing (3.6) with (3.2), we see thatthe new term in A21 represents
the employment effect. Weconclude that a fixed coefficienttechnology in
date 1,combinedwith somereal-wagerigidity, modifies the analysis to the
extentthat negative employment effectsare now associated with an
Unexpected increase in today's oil price.Unexpected oil price increases
thus have a strongernegative effect on thecurrent account surplus than
doexpected oil price increases. Note thatwhether expected or unexpected,12
atemporary increase in oil prices reducesthe current-account surplus and
a permanent increase in oil prices has an ambiguouseffect on the current
account. Anticipated future oil price increases always improvetoday's
current account.
Let us now examine how the current—account response mightdiffer when
a nontraded good is introduced.13
4.Nontraded Goods
Supposethat the small economy producesnontraded goods (n) as well
as traded goods (x). The nontradedgoods can be consumed by domestic
households or costlessly transformed intoinvestment goods (I).
Since there are only two periods,investment occurs only in period 1.
Both traded and nontraded goodsare produced with oil, labor and sector-
specific capital. Labor is mobile betweensectors and all oil is imported.
In order to distinguish between
expected and unexpected oil price
disturLances, we again invoke the assumption that in date 1 all firms
face a fixed coefficient technology. We also assume that indate 1
firms face an economy—wide wage indexed to finalgoods prices. Thus
overall employment will vary in response to oil price disturbances.In
date2, firms can fully adjust their factor mix and labor is fixed in
total supply and fully employed. The economy'srevenue functions, which
representnational product over the two periods, can be writtenas:
R1(i c, J; l k1)+R2(l,q2, 2 2 jl +Ii)
— 1.1111 2.2222 =maxx +Jn -qz +(x +jn -qz)
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n1 =min(h(9,kH, cz:hi; h >0,h < o,c>0
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wheresubscripts T and N refer to the traded andnontraded sectors,
respectively and j1representsthe relative spot price at date i of
nontraded goods (in terms of traded final goods)at date i.(The
terml/j1 is often called the real exchange rate.) Price
adjusts so as to maintain equilibriumin the market for nontraded goods
in period i. The parameter 1/ct represents theinput-output coefficient
in the nontraded goods sector; it will generallydiffer from one, which
is the assumed input-output coefficient in thetraded goods sector.




The following set ofequations describes theintertemporal budget
constraint, the nontraded
goods market in dates 1 and2, and the current
account in date 1:
.1 .2 .11 E(l, j ,, cSj , u)+jI







The four equations contain
four unknowns: u, j1, j2and b'.
The determinants of theinvestment and employmentfunctions can be
derived from (4.1) and frominformation about laborSupply.
For example, the investment
that maximizes Output yieldsthe marginal
condition
SR(l, q2, 2 2 + Ii) =
whichsays that firms should invest
up to the point where the value of
the marginal product ofcapital in date 2 productionequals the cost of
capital. it follows that investmentdemand can be representedby:
,j2,q2); i < O I,12 > O 1216
It is a function of the cost of capital,j1, the prices of date 2 final
goods, 5 and 2, and the date 2 price of oil.Since 5l/(1 +r),the
investment function captures the familiar relationship betweenthe
real interest rate and investment demand. Changes in thedate 1 price
of oil affect investment demand indirectly throughj1 and by influencing
the supply of investmentgoods.7 The properties of the investment function
can be obtained from information about the productiontechnology. Given
a convex production technology in date 2,it can be shown that an increase
in the price of capital goods decreases investmentdemand while an
increase in date 2 final prices raises the marginal productof capital
and hence investment demand. An increase in date2 oil prices lowers
investment demand if capital and oil are complementsin date 2 production
and increases investment demand if the two factorsare substitutes.
The employment function,S, can be derived from the labor-market
equilibrium condition:
1 1.11 —l 1 .1 1
R(l, q, j, Z,k) =w (1, j, 5)
It follows that
1 .1 11> 1
2(1,j, q); 9.o 1
<0
3 q
An increase in raises employment in the nontraded goodssector and
lowers it in the traded goods sector, sothere is an ambiguous impact on
economy-wide employment in date 1. Anincrease in q1 lowers the net
marginal product of labor in bothsectors and hence reduces overall
employment in the current period.
Having discussed some of the propertiesof the model, we are now ready
to analyze the effects of oil priceincreases on the current account when
the economy produces both traded goodsand nontraded consumer and/or17
investmentgoods.
First, totally differentiate (4.l)—(4.4).Equation (4.1) can be
solved separately to obtain thewelfare effects of oil price increases.
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) must be solvedsimultaneously to obtain
equilibri values for the price ofnontraded goods in dates 1 and 2.
The solutions to (4.l)—(4.3)can then be used in (4.4) to obtain the
current—accot effects of oil price increases.
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Equations(4.5) and (4.6) have been written in the aboveformeven
though j1 and are endogenous variables in order to highlightthe
channels through which oil price increases alterwelfare and the current
account. Clearly, oil price increases affectwelfare and the current
1
account both directly, through q and q', aswell as indirectly, through
their influence on nontraded goods pricesj1 and j2.
4.1 The role of nontraded investment goods
In order to see clearly how these channels operate,consider first
the case where the only nontraded goods producedare investment goods,
and all investment takes place in date 1.This simplified case can be
represented by equations (4.7)—(4.9),
which are a modification of equations
(4.l)-(4.4):
E(l, ,u)+j111 =R1(1,q1, j1, 1 k1) + R2(1,q2, 2 l +Ii)(4.7)
I = (4.8)
b1 = — E1—j111
(4.9)
The investment and employment functions are nowgiven by:
11(j1, ,q2);I <0,I >OFI<0
l(l 'q;l >Of1l <0
j q19
Note that in this special case j2 does notenter the investment demand
function because there is no date 2production of nontraded goods. Note,
too, that >0.With wages indexed only to finalgoods, an increase
in the price of the nontraded investmentgood increases employment
because it raises the net marginalproduct of labor in the nontraded
goods sector while leaving the supply price of laborunchanged.
1 1 Equations (4.7)-(4.9) can be solved for changes inu, j, and b
When the economy's only nontraded goodsare investment goods, exogenous
increases in world oil prices or the world interestrate have the
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Atemporafy increase in oil prices affects the supply of investment
goods but not the demand. The disturbance can either raise or lower
nontraded goods prices, depending on the relative oil intensity of
production in the two sectors of the economy. Technically, the response
of j1 depends on the sign and size of R2 in A31. The term represents
the supply response in the nontraded goods sector to an increase in date
1 oil prices for a given economy—wide level of employment. If a
temporary increase in date 1 oil prices reduces the supply of nontraded
investment goods (R2 < 0), then j1 will rise. The resulting drop in
investment demand helps improve the current account (A24 >0).Note that
the current account is also helped by the small drop in household
absorption induced by the oil shock. But since temporary oil price increases
also have a direct negative effect on GNP (R <0in A21), their net impact
on the current account is ambiguous. Only if temporary oil price increases
reduce the relative price of nontraded goods will the current account
clearly deteriorate. Recall that in the absence of nontraded goods,
temporary oil shocks always led to a current-account deterioration.
Temporary oil price increases are more likely to increasethe supply
of nontraded goods and reduce their price the lower the oil—value—added
ratio (the greater the c*) in the nontraded goods sector relative to the
traded goods sector.9 That is because under such circumstances an
increasein oil prices will induce a movement of labor from traded to
nontraded goods. Temporary oil price increases which are unexpected
also generate additional employment effects in both sectors when there
isreal-wage resistance.
Permanent oil price increases alter both the demand and the supply
of nontraded investment goods and have an ambiguous effect on their21
price. As in the previous case, the supply of investmentgoods will
rise or fall depending on the relative oilintensity of capital goods
production. A permanent increase inoilprices will also reduce
(increase)the demand for investment goods if oil andcapital are
complements (substitutes) in date 2 production.
Permanentoil price increases have an ambiguous effecton the
current account as well. For given prices of nontradedgoods, they
reduce GNP and employment (R + < 0in A21), which worsens the
current account. They lead to a cut in absorption, whichimproves the
current account; the expressions (R1 +RQ1)(—c1) in AandR2(—c1) 2 q y 21 2y
in A22 indicate that consumer expenditures falland the term -j1I'2inAshows
q 22
that investment demand drops if capital and oilare complements in date
2 production. But prices of nontraded goods donot remain fixed. As
we have seen, permanent oil price increases can either raiseor lower
nontraded goods prices. If j' should increase, wesee from A24 that
employment is stimulated and investment demand is further reduced.The
spur to output and the fall in absorption help improve the current
account. If should fall, there is instead an additional negative
effect on the current account.
An anticipated future increase in oil prices reduces (increases)
the demand for investment goods if capital and oil are complements
(substitutes) in date 2 production, but has no effect on their current
supply. Consequently, the expected future disturbance reduces (increases)
today's relative price of nontraded goods.
When oil and capital are complements in date 2 production, an
anticipated future increase in oil prices improves the date 1 current
account. It can be shown that when 112 <0,the expression [X22dq2+A2432dq2j22
in (4.11) is unambiguously positive.The anticipated future increase in
oil prices reduces permanent income, leading households to cut their expend-
itures in both periods. The expected increase also lowers therelative
price of capital goods, j1, with a resulting drop in employment.This
additional welfare loss also induces households to reduce their spending.
Finally, since the drop in j1triggersa contraction of employment in
the nontraded goods sector, there is a concomitant dropin the demand for
oil imports, given the fixed coefficient technology in placein date 1.
All of these responses contribute to an improved currentaccount.
Recall that anticipated future oil price increases alwaysled to an
improved current account when the economy produced justtraded goods.
The introduction of nontraded investment goods, however, permitsoil
price increases to influence the current accountthrough additional
channels. As we have seen, anticipated future oil priceincreases
unambiguously improve the current accountif capital and oil are
complements in date 2 production.
The inclusion of nontraded goods highlights the importanceof the
oil—value—added ratio in the nontraded goods sector relativeto the
traded goods sector in determining thecurrent-account response to current
oil price increases. The relative oil intensity of productionwill also
be an important determinant of the current-account responseto anticipated
future oil price increases once we introducenontraded consumer goods
and hence nontraded goods production in both periods.
4.2 The role of nontraded consumer goods
Consider next the case where the small economy's only nontraded good
is a consumer good. Then the general model represented by equations
(4.1)-(4.4) can be modified as follows:23




1 1 1 b =R-
E1-jE2 (4.15)
The employment function is now givenby:
9,1(1 j1, q1); 2, 0, < 0
Itsproperties are identical to the employment functionof the general model.
There is no investment function.
Equations (4.12)-(4.15) can be solved forchanges in u, j', j2 and
b1. When theeconomy's only nontraded good is a final good,exogenous
increases in world oil prices or interest rates'1havethe following effects
onnontraded goods prices and thecurrent account:
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One canseethat the expression (4.18) is identical to the current-25
accoui-itexpression (4.6) in the general modelexcept that investment
effectsare now absent. The term Cin (4.16) and (4.17) represents
thedate i marginal propensity toconsume nontraded goods out of total
present—value income.
Happily, the cumbersome expressions (4.16)-(4.18) havea ready
economic interpretation.
From examination of (4.18), it is clear thata temporary increase in
oil prices has an ambiguous effecton the current account. The term
'2l
indicates that temporary increases havea direct negative effect on
production, a negative employment effect anda smallerpositive income-
consumption effect.
Temporary oil price increases also influence the currentaccount by
altering the price of nontraded goods in dates 1 and 2.Inspection of
X31 in (4.16) and in (4.17) shows that temporary oil price increases
can either raise or lower nontraded goods prices in dates1 and 2. The
expression + inX31 represents the supply effect in the date 1
nontraded goods market in response to an increase in date1 oil prices.
If the oil—value-added ratio in the nontradedgoods sector is large
(if c is small) relative to that in the tradedgoods sector, an increase
in today's oil price will reduce thesupply of nontraded goods for a
given level of employment in the economy, and R2 <0.Combined with
the negative employment effect (R9 <0),the supply of date 1 nontraded
goods will fall. If the oil intensity of production in nontradedgoods
is relatively small, then the supply canactually rise. The term
(—c1 (R1 +R'))in Arepresents the date 1 demand deflationary effect yN 2£q 31
of the oil price rise. The term C2(R1 + R1)Erepresents an intertemporal yN2 q 2426
substitutioneffect in consumption. If the static andintertempOral
consumption effects are strong and ifnontraded goods are not very oil
intensive, thenwill fall.
What isthe effect of such a fall in on the current account? In
general, any drop in worsens the current account.This can be seen
from examination of in (4.18), which maybe positive whennontradedand
traded goods are imperfect substitutes andown—substitution effects
dominate cross—substitution effects. Thecurrent account worsens when
falls because production drops while netabsorption
by households increases.
Temporary oil price increases alsoaffect the current account through
their influence on date 2 nontraded goods prices.Price can rise or
fall depending on the relative strengthsof the supply effects, income-
consumption effects, and static andintertempOral consumption substitution
effects. Suppose should fall. If all goods are netsubstitutes, then
A25 in
(4.18) is negative and a fall in will improve the current
account. This is because the drop in triggers an intertemPoral
consumption substitution effect awayfrom date 1 goods, reducing
current absorption.
As with temporary shocks, a permanentincreasein oil prices has an
effect on the current account. Inaddition to the negative
production and employment effectsand the positive income-consumption
effect, there are static and intertemporalconsumption_substitution
effects and static production effects
represented by the last two terms
in (4.18).
An anticipated future increasein oil prices also has an ambiguo27
effecton the current account. In addition tothe positive income—
consumption effect, A22,in(4.l8), expected future increases in oil
prices may raise or lower nontradedgoods prices in dates 1 and 2, making
the last two terms in (4.18) of eithersign.
Again, the response of nontraded goodsprices depends crucially on
the relative oil intensity of nontradedgoods production. The term
in both A32 andA42 represents the supply effect in the nontraded
goods market in date 2 following an increase indate 2 oil prices. The
smaller the oil intensity of production inthe nontraded goods sector
relative to the traded goods sector, themore likely that R2 will be
positive. Indeed, if the nontradedgood uses no oil inputs in date 2
production, and given that labor is fixed insupply and fully employed
in date 2, an expected future oilprice increase will only induce a
movement of labor from traded to nontradedgoods. will be positive.
Consequently A32 in (4.16) is negative,A42 in (4,17) is likely to be
negative, and we can say that expected future oilprice increases will
lower the relative price of nontradedgoods in dates 1 and 2.
We know that a fall in j1 tends toworsen the current account while
a fall in tends to improve it. Consequently, wecannot ascertain the
netimpact on the current account of anticipated futureoil price
increases without knowledge of specificparametervalues, including
therelative oil intensity of production in thetraded and nontraded
sectors.
Comparingthe results in Section 4.2with those in Section 3, we
see that the current—accouit response to varioustypes of oil price
increases are much less clear cut oncewe introduce nontraded goods and28
the possibility of intertemporal and static substitution effectsin
consuiript ion.29
5.Conclusions
A small—country model has been used to examine thecurrent—account
response to temporary oil price increases, permanent oil price increases,
and future anticipated oil price increases. Theanalysis has been
conducted Using a two—period model with maximizingagents. This framework
allows us to work with aggregates which are consistent withmicro
behavior and permits us to capture explicitly theintertemporal nature
of net international saving. It also offers a usefulway of distinguishing
between unexpected and expected price changes and permits thecalculation
of welfare effects. Moreover, the model is analyticallytractable.
The model of Section 3 demonstrates that a temporary oilprice
shock worsens the current account, a permanent oil price shockcan
improve or worsen the current account, and a purely anticipated oilprice
increase improves the current account. All oil price increasesreduce
welfare for the small economy that is a net importer of oil.
When the analysis is extended to include a nontraded investment and
consumption good, we introduce substitution effects in production and
consumption which are static and intertemporal in nature. These
sUbstitution effects modify the current—account response to oil price
increases in important ways. The relative oil—value—added ratio in
the traded and nontraded sectors also becomes a crucial determinant of
the current—account response.
Since the small—country model is a simple one and amenable toeasy
economic interpretation, it is a convenient place to start when trying
to determine the differential response to various types of oil price
increases. However, the small—country model is limiting in some30
respects. For instance, its partial—equilibrium nature ignores the
feedback effects of higher oil prices on traded goods prices andworld
interest rates that have been stressed in the two-country model of
Sachs (1980) and the three—country model of Marion-Svensson (1981).
The model described here should be seen as offering a useful way to
analyze the effects of expected versus unexpected disturbances on
important macro variables, but should be viewed as a first step in
developing a more complete general equilibrium analysis.F-i
Footnotes
Helpful comments from Robert Flood, DaleHenderson, Meir Kohn,
Lars Svensson and the seminar participantsat the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve Systemare gratefully
acknowledged.
similar intertemporal framework thatemploys the dual approach can be foundinSvensson and Razjn (1981). See also Dixitand Norman (1980)
2
Fora model where prices of traded goods and worldinterest rates
are determined endogenously as part ofa general equilibrium system,
see Marion and Svensson (1981).
is the present—value price of date 2 finalgoods in terms of
the date 1 price of final goods.
4By assumption there isno foreign debt initially, so there are no
interest payments in the current accountat date 1. The current account
at date 1 is equal to the trade balance.
5Alternatively, c is thepartial derivative with respect to present-
value income of the Marshaflianuncompensated demand for goods at date 1.
6The distinctionbetween temporary, permanent and futureeected
disturbances has been made by Svensson and Razin(1981) in their
intertemporal analysis of the effect.
71n Sachs (1981), investmentis determined solely by the exogenously-
given world interest rate (our ,whereF 1/(1 +r)),and by date 2
oil prices. Consecjuently, temporary oil price disturbanceshave no
effect on investment. Further, domestic variables cannot influence
investment. In our model, by contrast, temporary oilprice increases
indirectly alter the demand for investment goods by changing theirprice.
In addition, exogenous or policy-induced domestic disturbances,though
not explicitly modeled, can alter the relative price of nontradedgoods
and thereby influence investment behavior. Moreover,
forein disturbances influence investment demand not only directly, through ,qrandq ,but
indirectly, through j'andj2.F-2
8See Berndt and Wood (1979) for a discussion of the complementarity/
substitutability between oil and primary factors.
9 1> > .1
Specifically, R32 0 as 0. (l/j ) .Theproof is as follows. By










When we differentiate (A.2) with respect toq1 and substitute the expression
w1/(1 -q1)for f and the expression w1/(j1- -) for hi,, we find that
d9) 1
sign (—-) =sign(0.j - 1)
dq
Hence
s,1 1> dN > >1
R32O as —i- 0 as
dq j
10The simplest way to prove this is to rewrite equation (4.9) as:
b1=R-E1+q1R
(A.3)






Making use of the fact that <0and ---< 0,we substitute into the
bracketed expression in (A.4) the functional equivalents of the second
partials of the revenue function. This substitution gives:
1 1 .1
=(i—h 9))----- -c1E—---> 0 (A.5)
dq2c Jdq2 Yhldq2F-3
11
Whenthere are two final goods in date 1and two final goods in date 2,there are actually four real discountrates: (1)the present-value priceof date 2 final goods in terms of date1 final goods (5), (2) the present-value priceof date 2final goods in terms of date 1nontraded goods (/j1), (3) the present-value price ofdate 2 nontraded goods in
terms of date 1 traded goods (cSj2),and(4)the present—value price of
date 2 nontraded goods in terms of date1 nontraded goods (j2/jJ)•
l2 is significantly negative, thenA24 might be negative. Inthis
case,a fail in j' improves the current accot; the fall in j1 increases
economy-wide employment, and this positive production effect dominates the
absorption effect.a-i
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